
DAC club night report Tuesday 4th February 2020.

My Favourite model.
by Greg Stanfield

Feb 4 saw the first of our new program club nights when 25 creative souls met to share 
their love of our hobby with an incredible range and array of flying gadgets.

The night began outside with Douglas  Rochlin demonstrating two amazing ornithopters. 
The first was a free flight rubber powered creation followed by a tiny electric powered r/c 
which emulated a dragonfly on steroids as it zoomed around at Douglas’ behest.

  Inside, Greg briefly referred two small chuckies he has used to introduce hundreds of 
students to aeromodelling in school clubs for over 30 years.

 Then, long time friend of DAC and editor of Australian Model News, John Lamont 
displayed his partially built, quarter scale Cub. Not satisfied with such a large project, John 
has built the cabin section to scale using steel tubing which he has silver soldered to create 
a scale structure as well as a scale appearance. This was followed by his reference to a small 
foamie Cessna for indoor r/c followed by the infamous ‘Red Baron’ Fokker DR.1 Triplane 
for indoor, but on the large size and can be flown outdoors too. John also scratch built this.

  Ivan, on leave from China; showed us his large and impressive foam Gloster Meteor in 
RAAF Meteorites decor. The model has two large fans and Ivan explained some of the 
complexities of wiring for such a twin model, and well as the benefits of the broad chord 
and straight wing, while still having a jet.

  Tim Jackson followed with a profile Hurricane with a unique but genuine colour scheme 
he discovered. The build quality is phenomenal on this control line kit model.

  Bruce Jenkins was given the remnants of a control line Vickers Viscount  and lovingly 
restored it to its former glory in Australian TAA livery. With 4 OS .15’s and a substantial 
weight, it is a real handful. Even getting the 4 motors going at the same time and in unison 
is a challenge.  But nothing is beyond Bruce’s modelling skills.

  Alex showed his favourite heli, a MSH mini Protos and waxed lyrical about its many 
attributes. He explained the other aspect  of the hobby with the fine skills needed to 
fine tune beautifully engineered components and the pure joy of flying this complex 
contraption.



Regular visitor from Keilor,  Rob Dickson had a large ’60 size FW. 190; continuing his 
obsession with German WW.2 aircraft. Scratch built, using traditional methods; he provided 
some interesting pointers in relation to fibre glass covering, retracts and the benefits of 2 
stroke engines over alternatives., in a very comprehensive presentation. It was advice which 
will not be wasted with some of the complex projects under way in the club.

  Greg, showed an evil little c/l Hobit from 1949 .With a genuine drop out u/c, wing held on 
with elastic bands and an authentic Eta 29 racing motor, it will be diabolical at 120 kph on 70’ 
lines. It is now partnered with an r/c incarnation which is electric powered  and uses ailerons 
and elevator.

  Of similar vintage is David Singles’ Hearns Demon, with an appropriate vintage Frog 500 glo 
plug motor. The model is immaculate and was built by David Nobes.

  Juris brought along his beautiful, sophisticated 3D model, an Edge 540T, electric powered, 
light and incredibly strong it is the way of the future and is a picture to behold with Juris 
struggling  to control his enthusiasm.

The ‘lump of wood’ Greg is holding is a wing jig available to any club members who wish to 
try their hand at real building.

 Never to be outdone; Cliff then showed photos and talked about his amazing Le Mans 
Porsche. Cliff used photos to show us his creation as the model was reputed to have been 
destroyed in a crash by another flier at a display. However the model has recently resurfaced, 
but that is another story. The model is a foamie and was especially built for a charity fund 
raiser display. It is aerobatic.  Now, who can match that?

  The night culminated with life member; Alwyn Smith sharing his beautiful and detailed 
control line Tiger Moth.

  The next club night on Tuesday March 3rd, 7.30pm for 8pm start is about gliders with Dan 
Davies (Discus launch r/c), Alwyn Smith (f/f and winning state championships) and Greg 
Sleeth (large and graceful r/c) along with anything else you bring for ‘Show and Tell’.




























